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THE GREEN SHEET 

Ellis Park Selections 
By, John M. Gaver III 

www.johngaver.com 
 
 
Ellis Park: Summer Meet 2017 
Twenty-Eighth Day: Sunday, August 27, 2017 
Post Time: 1:50 P.M. Eastern 
Ellis Park Meet Stats: 228-59-43-50—26%W, 67%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order 
 
 
RACE ONE 
(#1)GRAY RANSOM: Speed of the speed, rail, Jon Court; holds all the aces 
(#3)CATAROUX: Lateral class move suits; like the rider change to Borel 
(#2)CONFEDERATE RAGS: Beaten favorite in last two gets blinkers today  
(#8)START A WAR: Faced two next-out winners in last start on this level  
 
SELECTIONS: 1-3-2-8 
 
RACE TWO 
(#2)RED ALERT: Lone speed will be tough to collar; second start off shelf 
(#6)MR. GIBBS: Split a field of six on debut; colt has plenty of upside  
(#1)AINT THERE NO MORE: Seems well-meant out of the box for $16K 
(#7)TENACIOUS RIVAL: Poor draw, green start hurt him in first start 
  
SELECTIONS: 2-6-1-7 
 
RACE THREE 
(#5)CARA BLYTHE: Van Berg charge breaks running under Court; wire job  
(#6)LUCY GOOSEY: Gray turned heads in first start; long layoff a concern 
(#3)MYTHICAL TALE: Cut out to be a nice filly; screws tighter this time  
(#1)AWESOME ZIP: Second behind nice filly in first start against winners  
 
SELECTIONS: 5-6-3-1 
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RACE FOUR 
(#5)TRENTON BRIDGE: Giant’s Causeway gelding should love the grass  
(#3)AMERICAN RIDE: Wide trip last time; barn has won 3-of-6 starts at tilt 
(#6)CORRECTAMUNDO: Dirt-to-turf, sprint-to-route angles have appeal  
(#8)MUCHO MAS GRANDE: Has improved on the weeds; needs a good start  
 
SELECTIONS: 5-3-6-8 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#2)WHISKEY CHICK: Woke up for $5K in first start off sidelines; tighter 
(#10)SHOT GLASS: Continued improvement likely in third career start 
(#6)BIG SIGH: Bay filly likes minor awards; rounds out exotic wagers  
(#8)GLISTENING STAR: Like the cut back in distance; gets a stalking trip  
 
SELECTIONS: 2-10-6-8 
 
RACE SIX 
(#5)SKY ALERT: Veteran is a better horse on grass; likes local course 
(#7)CABERNEIGH: 17-time winner has a reliable closing kick; consistent 
(#9)VEDELAGO(IRE): Moves forward in second start off layoff; on the drop   
(#6)GILL’S TERRACE: Game in last turf start for $5K; likes the Ellis lawn  
 
SELECTIONS: 5-7-9-6 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#2)MRS ROCCO: Cox juggernaut looks hard to deny; gate-to-wire threat 
(#5)MAJESTIC BOLD: Solid middle move in debut effort; fitter this time 
(#3)BURKE’S GARDEN: Speightstown filly tries turf; route-to-sprint a plus  
(#8)EMPRESSIVE ROAD: Calhoun outfit capable with first-timers, 2YO’s 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-5-3-8 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#7)THE PLAYER: Gets back on the good foot in return to allowance ranks 
(#4)ENCHANTERA: Been razor-sharp since April; tactical speed a plus 
(#1)DISCREETNESS: Gets an advantageous post draw; rounding into form 
(#5)SHAREHOLDER VALUE: Won last allowance start; exits graded stakes  
 
SELECTIONS: 7-4-1-5 
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RACE NINE 
(#3)IN FOCUS: Gate-to-wire threat if she breaks; like that Lanerie stays put 
(#6)STORMFIELD: Wide trip when third behind the top choice in last start 
(#10)BODELICIOUS: Class dip right on the money; recent turf form solid  
(#1)YORK AVENUE: Seems to be better on grass; gets a ground-saving trip  
 
SELECTIONS: 3-6-10-1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


